
COGS Thoughts – Purchasing Direction 
 
“If you don't know where you are going, you'll end up someplace else.”  

 
– Yogi Berra 

 
I was sent out on a simple errand and thought I would be efficient.  The requested task was to acquire a 
large gift bag.  I knew that these items were readily available at the local Shoppers, and I needed to pick 
up a prescription, so off I went. 
 
Fortunately, I was re-taught an important lesson in purchasing, and that is to change your direction and 
explore.  Shoppers had a full assortment of bags, all starting at $5.99 and this seemed acceptable to me.  
However, my wife mentioned that the local dollar store may have some as well.  So, I picked up the 
prescription and changed my direction towards a new source. 
 
I abhor dollar stores.  Seriously, I have never, ever went to one alone.  Every visit I was tagging along, and 
completely disinterested in the discontinued, cheap knock-offs that littered the place.  So here I go, not 
relishing the trip in the least. 
 
After some searching, I found the right bag, and in the check out lane noted some extraordinary prices on 
name brand items:  Dentyne Gum, 2 for $1.50.  10 Advil for $2.00.  Best yet, the bag came to $1.50 – so I 
bought 2.   
 
Purchasing is a numbers game, and you can do the math.  $1.50 versus $5.99.  Just imagine if I was 
purchasing 100,000 bags.  The lesson is that if I was not looking in that direction, I would have known and 
appreciated this source a long time ago.   
 
I also fell under the assumption that “one-stop shopping” was efficient and desirable.  Bzzzzd – wrong. 
 
Losing the explorer attitude is the first symptom of complacency in the purchasing game.  We need to 
take every call, accept every meeting and compare every potential solution.  This is a key approach that 
is indicative of a successful Buying Group.  If the group is representing the buyers, then exploring will 
never cease. 
 
If you are not in a buying group, you can direct your staff to explore.  I would suggest a monthly report 
from your buyer(s) detailing new ideas, sources, products and processes.  Insist on a quantitative analysis 
challenging the status quo.  And reward them appropriately.  10% of annual savings is an appropriate 
bonus – put it out there, and you will not be the only one focused on lowering hard costs. 
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